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k-bob wrote:
I do not think that effects of 19th c deforestation can be reversed by changing 21st c stocking policies.

The PFBC recently ended stocking on Jack Dent Branch, which is a small tumbling stream flowing through a
watershed that is nearly all state forest land.
In the 1990s, the PFBC area fisheries manager suggested that stocking be ended, because according to his
surveys, the brook trout were being cropped off severely in the stocked section, by using the comparison with
the unstocked upper end.
But there were anglers who opposed that change, so stocking continued for many more years. But there are
also anglers (TUers mostly) who supported that change.
As with all political issues, there are people on both sides, and both can influence the outcome.
Anglers, particularly brook trout anglers, should ask themselves which side are they are supporting in these
cases. Continued stocking over brook trout, or ending stocking?
The change to end stocking in Jack Dent Branch took place this year. Without the support of anglers supporting
what the PFBC biologists/managers thought best for the brook trout population, that would not have happened.
And it is very likely that on this stream, as others, the brook trout population will go up as a result.
So that is what this stuff is REALLY about. Improving brook trout populations to improve the fishing. (While
those hatchery fish can provide recreation elsewhere.)
It has nothing at all to do with stuff like:
"I do not think that effects of 19th c deforestation can be reversed by changing 21st c stocking policies."

